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Jar lids…. As we are all working our way through our canned goods… save those lids. They are such
perfect circles, within circles…

Here are several pieces in progress… I’m going to walk you through some of the steps.

For what I’m showing you’ll need a:
hammer, nail, and block of wood or
something you can hammer into.
If you don’t have a hammer, find
something heavy that you can hit
the nail with…. Anything works, a
brick, that book you hate, a piece of
hard wood, almost any metal tool….
just be careful to not damage what
you’re using as a hammer.

Placing the jar lid on top of your block of wood, or resting on top of two
books side by side, with a space between where the nail is being
hammered through.
Hammer from the inside, this offers support to the metal. Then flip over
and hammer from the outside. This will push the bur that is created to the
inside of the lid, where it will be covered later. Or you can hammer from
the outside of the lid at the beginning; this may cause the lid to sink
inwards. It also depends on which side you will use are your “front”.

I’ve got the knots from my necklace cord on the inside of my
lid. So I will want to cover them in some manner or incorporate
them into the design.
To the right is crumpled paper from a brown paper bag… I’m
crumpling it to fit into the lid… I love the color and texture it
gives me, looking at the lid and cord, they are in a white,
golden, brown color scheme… very soothing.

Below I’m putting the paper into the lid, I’ve applied glue underneath the paper…. I get it juuuuust right
and then paint a watered down version of the glue onto the paper.
I let this dry and repeat 2-3 times.

Once you have your base layer down, you can begin layering, placing, inserting other objects or layers.
You can use your bathroom tweezers to help you place your items and a tooth pick is a great tool for
pushing
glue into tight spaces.

Just a little extra for fun:
Here I am gluing the leaves into place. I needed just a slight
weight to keep them in position while the glue set up, so I
stacked a few toothpicks and a nail.
You can also use a clothespin to help hold things together
while the glue dries. If you are worried to glue might stick to
the clothespin, place the object between two sheets of wax
paper/ baking paper.

I hope you enjoy these ideas and processes and they help you in your making endeavors. Thank you for
your support, happy making.

